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Like most library services, bookmobile services exist in three dimensions: the
practical, the philosophical, and the personal. Practical factors include the vehicle itself,
with all its issues of layout, cyber-abilities, upgradeability, and maintenance; choices
regarding staffing and collections management (Will you have dedicated bookmobile
staff, or rotate librarians in and out of mobile services? Will you give bookmobile staff
specialized training and ongoing professional development opportunities? Will the
bookmobile have its own separate collection, or share with the main and/or branch
collections?); demographic and needs analyses to determine routes and stops; decisions
regarding programming offered and partnerships pursued; and finally, ever and always,
the need for continual promotion, evaluation, and adjustment, which is even more intense
for outreach services than on-site offerings given the changing nature of the terrain. The
local population and its needs inevitably change over time, sometimes rapidly, as
demographics for age, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, housing patterns, and language all
remain in flux.
It is a general truism, however, that practical decisions must be driven by
philosophy and fueled by personality (if one may be pardoned vehicular metaphors) in
order to be effective and result in the most meaningful service. The type of vehicle you
choose, the routes you select, the collections you build, the staffing you assign and
programs you offer all depend (ideally) on what you are trying to achieve with your
bookmobile, and for whom you wish to achieve it. Thoughtfully developed and clearly
communicated philosophies and goals of service remain critical to success beyond getting
books and other materials from point A to point B, connecting to regular library catalog
services, and providing Internet access inside the vehicle. In the personal dimension, staff
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attitudes and preparation (both in the bookmobile and at the brick-and-mortar library)
must connect in a positive dynamic with needs of people in the chosen service
populations.
For anyone interested in bookmobile services, a logical first stop (forgive the
metaphor) is the journal Bookmobiles and Outreach Services, published by the Center for
the Study of Rural Librarianship beginning in 1998. Judy Van Acker’s “Nuts and Bolts
Guide” to bookmobile service (2004) offers an outstanding introduction to practical
issues, while Meg Mitchell (2004) provides an excellent historical profile of outreach
services. Authors like Damone Virgilio (2003), Pam Henderson (2003), Andy Prock
(2003), and Renee Pokorny (2003) stress services to different kinds of populations
(immigrant/international communities, preschools and child care providers, migrant farm
workers, and English language learners, respectively). Issues of technology, connectivity
and automation are covered by contributors such as Claudia Zimmerman (2002) and Tom
Walker (2004).
From other sources, Mike Hatchett (2001) offers an enlightening and humorous
profile of the process of “Building a Better Bookmobile” for suburban Henrico Public
Library in Virginia, while Vandella Brown’s profile of the Cybermobile Project serving
East St. Louis (2000) provides poignant insight into urban library and technology needs
that the bookmobile can meet. Bobby King and Todd Shanks (2000) show how the
Memphis/Shelby County Public Library & Information Center took a traditional
bookmobile program that was declared “almost dead” by the Deputy Director, and
transformed it into an “InfoBUS” targeting immigrant populations. Bernard Vavrek’s
1997 Bookmobile User Survey (results published by ALA at
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http://www.ala.org/ala/olos/outreachresource/bookmobileuser.htm) has been much cited
and analyzed. The National Bookmobile Guidelines, established in 1988 and updated in
1992 and 1999, also make mandatory reading (http://eagle.clarion.edu/
%7Egrads/csrl/bookmobi.htm). Looking back to attitudes and ideas in the field (gasp)
prior to 2000, John J. Philip’s 1992 article on issues surrounding bookmobile service still
serves up food for thought regarding technology and policy matters, as well as the
definition of outreach service and commitment to delivering what people want.
Contributions to Alloway’s The Book Stops Here (1990) also make for worthwhile
reading.
To my mind, the most critical aspect of bookmobile service is the personal
dimension of the people you aim to serve. The fundamental motivation for maintaining
bookmobile service is the commitment to full access to library services for everyone in
the service area; logically, this includes people who can’t or won’t get to the library’s
physical location. The mountain must go to Mohammed. The bookmobile can (and does!)
make a huge difference for day care centers, residents of retirement centers and nursing
homes, schools that lack their own library, English language learners, migrant farm
workers, kids at the park or the pool, and people in every environment (urban, suburban,
rural) for whom the library is just too far away or hard to get to. My own urban whitecollar family took advantage of the library in many forms, including the main branch,
neighborhood branches when we were out running errands, and the bookmobile that
stopped a few blocks away at our neighborhood mini grocery store. From good reads and
movies to literacy and technology training that makes a better life possible, the
bookmobile brings not just the mountain but the world to the people it serves.
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